WEB APPENDIX METHODS -Calculation of Average Mortality Rate Ratio
The mortality rates and adjusted rate ratios from different time periods during and after treatment ( Figure 1 ) were used to estimate the average mortality rate ratio and probability that OST reduces average mortality for patients exposed to different durations on OST compared to if they had been unexposed. For this analysis we assumed that the death rate in the period greater than four weeks after treatment represented the ongoing "out of treatment" death rate. The average mortality rate ratio (RR OST ) indicates whether OST increases or decreases mortality compared to no treatment. This is estimated as follows:
where RR ostA , RR ostB , RR ostC and RR ostD are the adjusted mortality rate ratios for the first four weeks on OST, remaining weeks on OST, and weeks 1-2 and 3-4 after leaving OST respectively, compared to the IDU mortality rate when not on OST (greater than four weeks after treatment has ceased); and D is the duration on OST in weeks. We randomly sampled 1,000 different parameter sets from the uncertainty distributions for each rate ratio (assuming lognormal distributions and the same 95% CI as estimated for each rate ratio) in order to generate median and 2.5%/25%/75%/97.5% percentiles for the average mortality rate ratio RR OST for a specific duration on OST (Figure 2 ). We also estimated the probability that RR OST <1, i.e. the chance that OST results in a reduction in mortality, by calculating the percentage of RR OST estimates that were less than one for each duration of OST modelled (Figure 3) . 
